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THE SHIFTING FOCUS: CREATING VALUE
FOR ALL OUR STAKEHOLDERS
MIKE SCOTT reports on how
ESG is becoming mainstream
and being used as a guide to
the movement of capital

Until recently, investors and companies were interested only in maximising profits,
but something has changed and the signs are everywhere. This focus on profits,
and the primacy of shareholder interests, had been business orthodoxy for at least
half a century, since the economist Milton Friedman famously said that “the social
responsibility of business is to increase its profits”.
One of the starkest signs that a change is afoot was the announcement that the chief
executives of 181 of the world’s largest companies, members of the US Business
Roundtable, had declared that the purpose of a corporation is not just “to serve
shareholders” but “to create value for all our stakeholders”, including “customers,
employees, suppliers, communities and shareholders”.
The companies ranged from Amazon to American Airlines, Chevron to Coca Cola,
Northrop Grumman to Nasdaq.
“The American dream is alive, but fraying,” said Jamie Dimon, chairman and CEO
of JPMorgan Chase and chairman of Business Roundtable. “Major employers are
investing in their workers and communities because they know it is the only way to
be successful over the long term. These modernized principles reflect the business
community’s unwavering commitment to continue to push for an economy that serves
all Americans.”
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding performance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
“This new statement better reflects the way corporations can and should operate
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
thechairman
issue highlighted
today,” added
Alex Gorsky,
and CEO of by
Johnson & Johnson, while Darren
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at Walker,
P&G’s headquarters?
president of the Ford Foundation added that “it is more critical than ever
While P&G reports to CDP on
itsbusinesses
energy and
water
risk, earning
B and
that
in the
21st century
are focused
onB-,
generating long-term value for
stakeholders
addressing
the challenges
we face, which will result in shared
respectively last year, it does notallreport
on its and
efforts
to address
deforestation
and in
sustainability
forofboth
business
society.”
risk in its supply chain. But it is prosperity
notable that
its Moment
Truth
reportand
last

The American
dream is alive,
but fraying
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its

RETHINK REQUIRED
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
JAMIE DIMON There are a number of reasons that companies such as Amazon, Apple, JP Morgan,
Helias points
out and
thatCEO
no consumer
goods
company
is going
to meet
Chairman
Vanguard and
Ford are
coming under
pressure
to rethink their role and their position
commitments to
end deforestation
in supply chains by 2020, “but we [P&G]
JP Morgan
Chase in society.
have steps to get there, and we are working with suppliers to make sure they
Expectations of what businesses should be doing, and are capable of doing, are
have zero deforestation.”
changing
at every
level, from
consumers
to employees,
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G
programme
teaching
2,000
small- from investors to CEOs’
children,
as well
as civil society
groups, techniques,
that companies will not just make money
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more
sustainable
agriculture
but be responsible actors in society. For example, 11 leading environmental and
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertilsustainable business organizations recently published an open letter in the New York
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
Times, urging the CEOs of corporate America to step up their
engagement
Terry Slavin
is editor ofon climate
the next five years.
policy. Signatories included the heads of BSR, C2ES, CDP,Ethical
Ceres,Corporation
Conservation
and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
using P&G’s
relationship
International,
Environmental
Defense
Fund, Thewith
Climate Group,
The Nature
a former correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
tooftryConcerned
to do some
goodWorld
in
Conservancy,
the Union
Scientists,
Resources
for GuardianInstitute,
Sustainableand
World
Wildlife
the world, or at least less harm.
As she
saidFund.
in a recent TED Talk after the
Business.
launch of the Head & Shoulders beach plastic bottle: “These products have
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
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“What we need to do now is develop
a strategy
“Businesses
must lead by example, starting with robust disclosure and setting sciencebased
their operations and supply chains,” says Bruno Sarda, President,
for partnership and funding, just
as targets
we doforwith
North America.
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, CDP
promising
a big “Advocating for science-based policy is a crucial way that
leading
companies
can help shift the needle on government action.”
announcement on water next year.
“We
want to

show the same kind of leadership [as with plasThe letter followed hot on the heels of a call from 200 institutional investors with a
tics] and be the catalyst on water
stewardship.”
combined
$6.5 trillion in assets under management, for publicly traded corporations
This sits a bit uneasily withtothe
report lobbying with the goals of the Paris Agreement and the U.N.
alignlatest
their climate
from CDP on the preparedness
of
consumer
Global Climate Action Summit, when many companies announced ambitious
commitments
to reduce their emissions to net zero by 2050.
goods companies for the low-carbon
transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
Larry Fink,
of Blackrock, the world’s biggest asset manager, had put companies
the circular economy’), which ranked
P&G CEO
second
on notice at the start of 2018 with his annual letter to shareholders, which said: “To
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
prosper over time, every company must not only deliver financial performance, but
email about the CDP report, Helias
said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
also show how it makes a positive contribution to society. Companies must benefit
change is a key priority for P&G
have of
the Loopshareholders,
circular packaging
schemecustomers, and the
all ofand
their we
stakeholders,
including
employees,
significant efforts under way. This
includes
driving
communities in which they operate.”
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
BE PART
OF THE
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
and SOLUTION
helping consumers reduce
That’s
because it that
has become
clear
that the world faces some intractable
their own emissions by providing
detergents
deliverincreasingly
outstanding
perforproblems
–
environmental
issues
such
as
the
impacts
mance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway of climate change, water
shortages and resource scarcity; social problems ranging from child labour to modern
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
slavery and bribery and corruption; and problems around corporate governance
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
the issue
highlighted
by
including
severe pay inequality
between
ordinary workers
and the executives in
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at charge,
P&G’s as
headquarters?
well as ethics violations and corporate scandals.
While P&G reports to CDP on its energy and water risk, earning B and B-,
change
increasingly
visible on the streets, from schoolchildren
respectively last year, it does notThis
report
oninitsexpectation
efforts to isaddress
deforestation
world
striking
for action
against
climate
risk in its supply chain. But it is around
notablethethat
in its
Moment
of Truth
report
lastchange to the Gilet Jaune
movement
in
France,
anti-government
protests
in
Hong Kong and huge marches
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
against Brexit in the UK.
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
Helias points out that no consumer
goods company
going to(ESG)
meetissues are important for two
These environmental,
social and is
governance
commitments to end deforestation
in supply
chains
by an
2020,
“but
[P&G]performance but also because
reasons
– because
they have
impact
on we
company
have steps to get there, and wethe
areway
working
with
suppliers
to
make
sure
they as well. “ESG has become more
companies act can affect many of these issues
important and mainstream, even in the US, over the last few years,” says Kirsten
have zero deforestation.”
Spalding,
head
of investment
practice initiatives
at sustainable investment group
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G
programme
teaching
2,000 smallCeres.more
“Anecdotal
evidenceagriculture
has helped.”techniques,
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
sustainable

ESG has become
more important and
mainstream, even in
the US, over the last
few years

which has resulted in a 30%-50% increase in yields with far less fertilThe impacts of ESG issues have become increasingly clear over the past few years,
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
from the Dieselgate scandal at VW to Facebook’s issues with Cambridge
Terry Slavin is Analytica,
editor of the
the next five years.
climate change court case ExxonMobil is currently fighting toEthical
the opioid
crisisand
facing the
Corporation
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
usinginP&G’s
pharmaceutical
industry
the US –relationship
one thing thatwith
all these issues
illustrate is that
a formerstarkly
correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
toimpact
try toon
docompanies’
some good
in linesfor
ESG issues
can have a big
bottom
and
their future
prospects.
Guardian
Sustainable
And
means
important
thatTalk
investors
up and take
notice, because their
the world, or at least less harm.
Asthat
she
saidthat
in itaisrecent
TED
aftersitthe
Business.
returns
areplastic
at risk. “What
used
to be considered
risks are now understood as
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beach
bottle:
“These
productsnon-financial
have
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
risks
that
must
be
incorporated
into
everyday
analysis,
”
Spalding
adds.
@tslavinm
been part of the problem; we want them to be part of the solution.” n
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding performance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
ESG IS AN INVESTMENT ISSUE
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
issue
highlighted
by degree in the investment world
This change
in emphasis the
is being
reflected
to a growing
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at as
P&G’s
headquarters?
investors
come to realise that ESG is not, as many thought in the past, about taking
While P&G reports to CDP on
its
energy
waterbut
risk,
earning
B and
B-,“ESG will become much more a
a moral view ofand
investing
about
managing
risks.
of mainstream
investing
over thedeforestation
next 10 years,” says Carlo Funk, EMEA head
respectively last year, it does notpart
report
on its efforts
to address
ESG strategy
State
Street Global
Advisors.
will move from being an opt-in
risk in its supply chain. But it is of
notable
that inatits
Moment
of Truth
report“Itlast
exercise
and
a
nice
to
have
option
to
being
something
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its that investors will actively have
to opt out of – ESG analysis will start as the default option.”
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
Helias points out that no consumer
is going
to meet
One reason goods
for this iscompany
that the amount
and quality
of data is improving quickly, while
commitments to end deforestation
in supply
chains
we [P&G]
technology
advances
suchbyas 2020,
big data“but
analysis,
artificial intelligence and machine
have steps to get there, and welearning
are working
with suppliers
maketosure
are improving
investors’toability
makethey
use of the data. While there are still
gaps in coverage, particularly for smaller companies and in emerging markets, “we
have zero deforestation.”
have aalmost
coverage teaching
of large caps,
” Funk
says.
She talks enthusiastically about
P&G100%
programme
2,000
small-

The way
investors do
ESG analysis
is changing

holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia more sustainable agriculture techniques,
“Methodologies are developing quickly,” adds Spalding. “The way investors do ESG
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertilanalysis is changing and we are seeing more uptake as investors realise what needs to
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
be done.”
Terry Slavin is editor of
the next five years.
Ethical Corporation and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relationship
Anotherrelishes:
key reasonusing
for theP&G’s
advance
of ESG into with
mainstream
analysis
is the realisation
a former
correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
to try
to do“Asset
somemanagers
good inwho use
that ESG
does not damage
returns.
the fullSustainable
range of ESG
for Guardian
metrics
for evaluating
areTED
outperforming
ESG risks puts you in
the world, or at least less harm.
As she
said in a funds
recent
Talk afterand
theignoring
Business.
danger
of missing
real risks
in many
sectors,have
” she says. terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beach
plastic the
bottle:
“These
products
been part of the problem; we want them to be part of the solution.” n
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding performance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
“In the past, ESG investing was in a silo and many investors considered it a constraint,”
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
adds Funk. “Now people are seeing that it’s not a constraint but a great additional data
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
highlighted
by
point that
you can use to the
yourissue
benefit.
”
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at P&G’s headquarters?
While P&G reports to CDP on
its energy
water risk, earning B and B-,
CLIMATE
OFand
CHANGE
area where
is most
which is most responsible for the change in
respectively last year, it does notThe
report
on itsthis
efforts
to evident,
addressand
deforestation
their
and employees,
regulators, governments
risk in its supply chain. But it is attitudes
notable among
that incompanies,
its Moment
of investors
Truth report
last
and
civil
society,
is
climate
change.
Ever
since
the
Paris
climate
conference in 2015,
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
and the Paris Agreement that emerged from it, climate has taken an increasingly
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
prominent role in policy making, regulation and the global economy. The Agreement
Helias points out that no consumer
goods company
is togoing
to meet
committed signatories
to working
keep average
temperature rises to “well below
CARLO
FUNK
commitments to end deforestation
supply
chains
by known
2020, “but
we [P&G]
2C” –inand
to produce
plans,
as Nationally
Determined Contributions, for
EMEA Head
of ESG
Strategy
have steps
to get
there,
and wedoing
are working
with suppliers to make sure they
so.
State Street Global Advisors
have zero deforestation.”
This evidence
of intent on the
part of governments
has spurred companies and investors
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G programme
teaching
2,000 smallto action,
butsustainable
it has also highlighted
the risks
to companies that fail to act. At the same
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more
agriculture
techniques,
time, the scientific consensus over the effects of climate change have firmed up and the
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertilevidence that these impacts have already started to happen has become ever harder to
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
ignore. We are seeing more extreme weather events whose impacts
areis exacerbated
by
Terry Slavin
editor of
the next five years.
the warming climate, such as Hurricane Harvey, which hit Texas
2017. and
Ethical in
Corporation
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly relishes: using P&G’s relationship with
a former correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
consumers
to trythe
toeffect
do some
More of
importantly,
perhaps,
of suchgood
eventsinon business
operations
and their
for Guardian
Sustainable
bottom
line said
are also
– Hurricane
Harvey
the world, or at least less harm.
As she
in becoming
a recent more
TED evident
Talk after
the
Business.shut large swathes of
East
Texas’plastic
oil refining
capacity,
while
multi-year
droughtsterry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
and wildfires in California
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beach
bottle:
“These
products
have
have
had
a
big
impact
on
large
parts
of
the
state’s
food
and
drinks
industries.
@tslavinm
been part of the problem; we want them to be part of the solution.” n
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school strikes and Extinction Rebellion
protests,
but pronouncements
central
bankers such as Christine Lagarde, the new head of the European Central Bank, who
said at her confirmation hearing that she wanted to explore how the Bank could help
“What we need to do now is develop
a strategy
to tackle climate
change, and Mark Carney, governor of the Bank of England, who
hasas
warned
thatwith
companies that are not planning for a low-carbon economy would be
for partnership and funding, just
we do
by investors
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, punished
promising
a big and faced the risk of bankruptcy. Or, as James Gorman, CEO
of
Morgan
Stanley,
has said: “If we don’t have a planet, we’re not going to have a very
announcement on water next year. “We want to
good financial system.”
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water
stewardship.”IS THE FIRST STEP
DISCLOSURE
This sits a bit uneasily withAlong
the latest
reportBloomberg, founder of the financial information group that
with Michael
from CDP on the preparedness
of
consumer
bears his name and former mayor of New York, Carney was the driving force
behind thetransition
Task Force on Climate Related Disclosures (TCFD). The TCFD issued
goods companies for the low-carbon
on how companies should tell their investors about their climate
(see ‘Companies aren’t movingrecommendations
fast enough on
risks. These
on companies to look at two aspects – the physical risks of climate
the circular economy’), which ranked
P&G call
second
change, from more extreme weather events, heatwaves, droughts and the like, and the
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
‘transition risks’ that come from the shift to a low-carbon economy.
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G
andrisks
we can
have
of theevent-driven
Loop circular(acute)
packaging
scheme
Physical
be one-off
impacts
or longer-term shifts
significant efforts under way. This
includes
driving
(chronic) in climate patterns, says the Cambridge Institute for Sustainability
progress against our science-based
goal to
cut our
greenhouse
gas emissions
Leadership
(CISL).
Acute
impacts include
the wildfires in California, damage from
severe
storms andand
hurricanes
as Sandy and
Ida, and the global heatwave of 2018.
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
helpingsuch
consumers
reduce
Chronic
risks include
sea level outstanding
rise caused by performelting ice and higher sea temperatures,
their own emissions by providing
detergents
that deliver
changes inand
rainfall
patterns, and the
spread
of diseases.
mance in cold water. We have significant
comprehensive
efforts
underway
TWITTER

???
Circular
economy briefing

If we don’t have
a planet, we’re not
going to have
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
risks may have financial implications for organizations, such as direct
a very good “Physicaldeforestation,
But what is P&G doing to address
the issue
highlighted
damage to assets and indirect
impacts
from supplyby
chain disruption,” the Institute
nancial
system
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at says.
P&G’s
headquarters?
“Organizations’
financial performance may also be affected by changes in water

While P&G reports to CDP on
its energy
and water
risk, earning
B and and
B-, extreme temperature changes
availability,
sourcing,
and quality;
food security;
operations,
supply chain, transport needs, and
respectively last year, it does notaffecting
report organizations’
on its effortspremises,
to address
deforestation
safety.in” its Moment of Truth report last
risk in its supply chain. But it is employee
notable that
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
Transition risks include market and technology risks – shifts in supply and demand for
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
certain commodities, products, and services as climate-related risks and opportunities
Helias points out that no consumer
goods
company
is going
to meet innovations that support the
are increasingly
taken
into account,
and technological
commitments to end deforestation
in supply
chains by 2020,
“but we economic
[P&G] system.
transition
to a lower-carbon,
energy-efficient
have steps to get there, and we are working with suppliers to make sure they
These can have a significant impact on organizations, as the development and use of
have zero deforestation.”
emerging
technologies
suchteaching
as renewable
energy,
battery storage, energy efficiency,
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G
programme
2,000
smalland carbon
and storage
will affect
the competitiveness of some companies,
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more capture
sustainable
agriculture
techniques,
along with their production and distribution costs, and ultimately the demand for
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertiltheir products and services. “To the extent that new technology displaces old systems
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
and disrupts some parts of the existing economic system, winners
losers
Terry Slavinand
is editor
of will
the next five years.
emerge from this ‘creative destruction’ process,” accordingEthical
to theCorporation
CISL. and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly relishes: using P&G’s relationship with
a former correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
to tryMINE
to do some good in
CANARY
IN THE COAL
for Guardian Sustainable
TheAs
coal
market
a victim
of both
and technology
the world, or at least less harm.
she
saidhas
in been
a recent
TED
Talk market
after the
Business. risks as
technological
advances
have“These
altered products
the market have
demand for
the most polluting fossil
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding performance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
2012 to under $50/MWh by the early 2020s in the latest UK Contracts for Difference
But what is P&G doing to address
the issuepartner
highlighted
by
auction,”deforestation,
said Jim Totty, managing
of investment
fund Earth Capital. “When
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at IP&G’s
headquarters?
first worked
on wind power financing in the late 1990s, we thought a 25% capacity
While P&G reports to CDP on
its energy
and
water now
risk, GE
earning
B and aB-,
factor
was good.
However
is forecasting
63% capacity factor for their 12MW
an incredible
advance.
”
respectively last year, it does notHaliade
reportturbine,
on its efforts
to address
deforestation
risk in its supply chain. But it is notable that in its Moment of Truth report last
Cost to
of Energy
report
that onshore wind and solar
year Greenpeace praised P&G BloombergNEF’s
as one of eightLevelized
big brands
publicly
list shows
its
are even cheaper, and costs continue to fall, making these two sources of energy the
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
cheapest sources of new power generation for two thirds of the global population
Helias points out that no consumer
company
is going
to meet
already, andgoods
that is set
to be the case
for everyone
by 2030. As a result, two fifths
commitments to end deforestation
chains
byare
2020,
“but
we [P&G]
(42%)inofsupply
global coal
plants
already
running
at a loss, according to climate finance
have steps to get there, and wethink
are working
withTracker,
suppliers
sure
they
tank Carbon
and to
by make
2030 new
wind
and solar facilities will be not just
cheaper than building new coal-fired power plants, but 96% of existing plants as well.
have zero deforestation.”
She talks enthusiastically about a P&G programme teaching 2,000 smallTheremore
are also
policy and legal
risks. Policy
risks are very fluid, as can be seen by the
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
sustainable
agriculture
techniques,
number of countries signing up to net zero targets, discussions around a European
which has resulted in a 30%-50% increase in yields with far less fertilUnion carbon tax and the divergence between federal policy in the US and state laws
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
such as California’s carbon targets.
Terry Slavin is editor of
the next five years.
Ethical Corporation and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
using
P&G’s
relationship
“Policy actions
around
climate
change
continue with
to evolve. aTheir
generally
formerobjectives
correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of two
consumers
to try toactions
do some
fall into
categories—policy
that good
attemptinto constrain
actions
that
for Guardian
Sustainable
contribute
the adverse
effectsTED
of climate
or policy
actions that seek to
the world, or at least less harm.
As shetosaid
in a recent
Talk change
after the
Business.
promote
to climate
change,
” CISL points
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beachadaptation
plastic bottle:
“These
products
haveout. terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based
to cut
our greenhouse
gasmechanisms
emissionsto reduce GHG emissions, which
Somegoal
examples
include
carbon-pricing
are being
considered
countries
including China,
the world’s largest emitter by
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
and in
helping
consumers
reduce
volume
and eventhat
Saudideliver
Arabia,outstanding
which has theperforworld’s highest per capita emissions.
their own emissions by providing
detergents

The narrative is
quickly changing...
to ‘how do we shut
down existing
capacity in a way
that minimises
losses?’

mance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
Other regulatory measures include shifting energy use toward lower emission sources,
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
adopting energy-efficiency solutions, encouraging greater water efficiency measures,
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
the issue
and promoting
more sustainable
landhighlighted
use. The riskby
and financial impact of policy
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at changes
P&G’s headquarters?
depend on the nature and timing of the policy change.
While P&G reports to CDP on its energy and water risk, earning B and B-,
coal industry
is also to
subject
to these
risks – the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel
respectively last year, it does notThe
report
on its efforts
address
deforestation
Climate
Change
at leastof
59%
of coal
power
worldwide must be retired by
risk in its supply chain. But it is on
notable
that
in itssays
Moment
Truth
report
last
2030
to
limit
global
warming
to
1.5°C
and
many
countries
have set phase-out dates.
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
Meanwhile, by 2040 up to 72% of coal plants could be running at a loss as existing
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
carbon pricing and air pollution regulations drive up costs while the price of onshore
Helias points out that no consumer
goods
company
going
meet
wind and solar
power
continues is
to fall;
any to
future
regulation would make coal power
commitments to end deforestation
in supply
chains by 2020, “but we [P&G]
still more
unprofitable.
have steps to get there, and we are working with suppliers to make sure they
“The narrative is quickly changing from ‘how much do we invest in new coal
have zero deforestation.”
capacity?’
to ‘how
do we shut
down existing
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G
programme
teaching
2,000capacity
small- in a way that minimises losses?’,”
said Matt
Gray,
head of power
and utilities
at Carbon Tracker.
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more
sustainable
agriculture
techniques,
which has resulted in a 30%-50% increase in yields with far less fertilLITIGATION LOOMS
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
The legal risks of climate change are growing all the time, with
climate-related
Terry Slavin
is editor of
the next five years.
litigation claims being brought before the courts by property
owners,
municipalities,
Ethical
Corporation
and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
using P&G’s
states, insurers,
shareholders,
and relationship
public interestwith
organizations.
for such
a former“Reasons
correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
to tryoftoorganizations
do some good
in impacts
litigation
include the failure
to mitigate
of climate
change,
for Guardian
Sustainable
failure
to adapt
climate
change,
andTalk
the insufficiency
disclosure around material
the world, or at least less harm.
As she
saidtoin
a recent
TED
after the of Business.
financial
As the
value“These
of loss and
damage have
arising from
climate change grows,
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beachrisks.
plastic
bottle:
products
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
litigation
risk
is
also
likely
to
increase,
”
CISL
points
out.
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ExxonMobil is currently fighting a high-profile case brought by the New York attorney
Corporation
Corporation
August
| 2019
2014
general, who alleges that the companyEthical
misledEthical
shareholders
by| telling
them
that it
had priced in the risks of tighter climate regulations by imposing an internal carbon
price of $80 per ton against which it assessed the viability of potential investments.
“What we need to do now is develop
strategy
However,athe
attorney general argues, it was in fact using a cost of $40 per ton, a price
at which
many
for partnership and funding, just
as we
do more
with projects would be deemed viable. This exposed shareholders to
risks than
they were aware of and artificially inflated the company’s share price,
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, greater
promising
a big
New
York
argues.
announcement on water next year. “We want to
TWITTER

???
Circular
economy briefing

show the same kind of leadership [as with plasIf ExxonMobil loses, it could face billions of dollars in fines, but even if it doesn’t,
tics] and be the catalyst on water
thestewardship.”
company – indeed the entire oil and gas industry – faces a serious hit to their
This sits a bit uneasily withreputations,
the latestwhich
report
is another key risk that climate change can cause.
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
THE COURT
OF PUBLIC OPINION
goods companies for the low-carbon
transition
change has
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving“Climate
fast enough
on been identified as a potential source of reputational risk tied to
changing
customer
the circular economy’), which ranked
P&G
secondor community perceptions of an organization’s contribution to or
detraction from the transition to a lower-carbon economy,” CISL warns. Consumers
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
are increasingly well-informed and intolerant of companies that are failing to tackle
email about the CDP report, Helias
said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
some of the most serious ESG issues – not just climate change but also problems such
change is a key priority for P&G
and pollution,
we havedeforestation,
of the Loopmodern
circular slavery
packaging
as plastic
andscheme
bribery and corruption.
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based
to cut
ourmoves
greenhouse
gasNational
emissions
This isgoal
evident
in the
by the UK’s
Theatre and Royal Shakespeare
Company
to endand
sponsorship
with Shellreduce
and BP respectively, as well as events
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
helpingdeals
consumers
such
as the Dieselgate
scandal outstanding
that hit carmaker
VW after it tried to game EU
their own emissions by providing
detergents
that deliver
perforemissions
tests
as
part
of
its
strategy
to
fight
climate
mance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underwaychange, and the reaction to the
opioid crisis in the US, which has embroiled a number of pharmaceutical companies
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
in costly court actions.
But what is P&G doing to address deforestation, the issue highlighted by
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at CDP
P&G’s
headquarters?
reports
that some of the world’s biggest companies, representing nearly $17
While P&G reports to CDP on
its
energy
andcapitalization,
water risk, earning
B change
and B-,could cost them almost US$1
trillion in market
say climate
of that
likely to
hit within the next five years. But at the
respectively last year, it does nottrillion,
reportwith
on much
its efforts
tocost
address
deforestation
timethat
the group
that there
are business
of $2.1 trillion, with
risk in its supply chain. But it is same
notable
in its says
Moment
of Truth
report opportunities
last
the
majority
on
track
as
almost
certain.
These
opportunities
include
increased
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
revenue through demand for low emissions products and services (such as electric
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
vehicles), shifting consumer preferences and increased capital availability as financial
Helias points out that no consumer
company
is going to producers.
meet
institutions goods
increasingly
favour low-emissions
commitments to end deforestation in supply chains by 2020, “but we [P&G]
have steps to get there, and weADAPT
are working
with suppliers to make sure they
OR DIE
The bankruptcy of Californian utility PG&E is a warning that companies need to
have zero deforestation.”
investa in
climate
adaptationteaching
as well as prevention.
“If we don’t invest heavily in climate
She talks enthusiastically about
P&G
programme
2,000 smallresilient
infrastructure
right
now and adapt
our transport networks, housing and
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more
sustainable
agriculture
techniques,
businesses, we are unlikely to future-proof our communities for the decades ahead and
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertilcounteract the flooding, heatwaves, drought, cyclones, wildfires, and other extreme
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
climate events,” said John Haley, CEO of insurer Willis Towers
Watson,
which
Terry Slavin
is editor
of is a
the next five years.
founder member of the new Coalition for Climate Resilient
Investment.
Ethical
Corporation and
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
The Coalition
aimsusing
to steerP&G’s
the $90relationship
trillion set towith
be spent aon
infrastructure
former
correspondentby 2030
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of
consumers
to
try
to
do
some
good
in
towards climate resilient assets. To date,
a lack
of climate
risk
standards
has resulted
for Guardian
Sustainable
in an
of capital
comes
to the protection
the world, or at least less harm.
Asinefficient
she saidallocation
in a recent
TED when
Talk itafter
the
Business. of assets from
physical
risks.
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beachclimate
plastic
bottle: “These products have
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
@tslavinm
been part of the problem; we want them to be part of the solution.” n
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias
said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
“The goalposts for climate action have never been clearer for companies. Our analysis
change is a key priority for P&G
of the Loop
circular
packaging
scheme
showsand
thatwe
therehave
are a multitude
of risks
posed
by climate
change, including impaired
significant efforts under way. This
includes
driving
assets, market changes and physical damages from climate impact, as well as tangible
progress against our science-based
goal
cut our
greenhouse
gas
emissions
impacts
to to
business
bottom
lines,” said
Nicolette
Bartlett, director of Climate Change
at CDP.
“It is clearand
thathelping
corporate
action cannot
be delayed.”
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
consumers
reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding perforCarney talks
about
climate changeefforts
as a “tragedy
of the horizon”, because “the
mance in cold water. We have significant
and
comprehensive
underway
catastrophic impacts of climate change will be felt beyond the traditional horizons
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
of most banks, investors and financial policymakers, imposing costs on future
But what is P&G doing to address
deforestation,
theone
issue
by
generations
that the current
has highlighted
no direct incentives
to fix. Once climate change
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at becomes
P&G’s headquarters?
a clear and present danger to financial stability it could already be too late to
While P&G reports to CDP on
its energy
and waterat risk,
earning
B said.
and B-,
stabilise
the atmosphere
two degrees,
” he
respectively last year, it does not report on its efforts to address deforestation
is for allthat
of these
reasons
that of
theTruth
TCFDreport
calls onlast
companies to disclose their climate
risk in its supply chain. But it is Itnotable
in its
Moment
risks,
in
four
key
areas
–
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its

Once climate change
becomes a clear and
present danger to
financial stability it
could already be too
late to stabilise
the atmosphere
at two degrees

palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
◗	Governance: The organisation’s governance around climate-related risks and
Helias points out that no consumer
goods company is going to meet
opportunities.
commitments to end deforestation in
supply
chains
by 2020,
“but we
[P&G]of climate-related risks and
◗	
Strategy:
The actual
and potential
impacts
have steps to get there, and we are working
with
suppliers
to
make
sure
they strategy, and financial
opportunities on the organisation’s businesses,
planning.
have zero deforestation.”
Riskprogramme
Management:teaching
The processes
used
by the organisation to identify, assess
She talks enthusiastically about a◗	
P&G
2,000
smallandsustainable
manage climate-related
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia more
agriculturerisks.
techniques,
Metrics and Targets: The metrics and targets used to assess and manage
which has resulted in a 30%-50%◗	
increase
in yields with far less fertilrelevant climate-related risks and opportunities.
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
Terry Slavin is editor of
the next five years.
Investors need consistent company disclosures that will help
them
understand
Ethical
Corporation
and the
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
using
P&G’s
relationship
with
climate-related
risks
that face
the companies
they
invest ina –former
and correspondent
therefore the value of
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
to try argued.
to do some
inquality
their own
portfolios, Carney
“Accessgood
to high
information will
for financial
Guardian Sustainable
allow
participants
and policymakers
to understand
and better manage those
the world, or at least less harm.
As market
she said
in a recent
TED Talk after
the
Business.
risks,
which
are likely
to grow
with time.
”
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beach
plastic
bottle:
“These
products
have
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
@tslavinm
been part of the problem; we want them to be part of the solution.” n
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Investors don’t create value, they follow it, said Don Reed, executive director at
Ethical
Corporation
Corporation
| August
| how
2019
2014they
consultancy Anthesis. “Companies need
to beEthical
able to lead
in explaining
create value. I expect to see them get better at telling their stories, in part through
integrated reporting.”
“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
Oneasof we
the key
that TCFD offers is that it recommends companies disclose
for partnership and funding, just
do advances
with
just backward-looking
data but also forward-looking plans to deal with climate
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, not
promising
a big
risks.
“It’s
changing
the
conversation,
” Spalding said. “We’re seeing companies
announcement on water next year. “We want to
disclosing and engaging investors on this subject in new ways.”
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water
stewardship.”
ESG
MOVES INTO THE MAINSTREAM
This sits a bit uneasily withThis
theislatest
report
becoming
an increasingly mainstream view, and sentiment has changed
from CDP on the preparedness
of
consumer
quickly. “In our 2019 survey of asset management CEOs across 11 of the world’s
largest economies,
two in three see their growth tied to the shift towards a low-carbon
goods companies for the low-carbon
transition
and ESGon
investing. That is a huge shift in sentiment from even a year ago,”
(see ‘Companies aren’t movingeconomy
fast enough
said Troy
Mortimer,
the circular economy’), which ranked
P&G
secondhead of sustainability and responsible investing at KPMG UK.
“Climate emergency, single use plastics, inequality, political instability are all massive
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
problems. ESG has certainly come of age and has moved out of the shadows onto
email about the CDP report, Helias
said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
centre stage. That’s because it’s not just investors driving the change, its regulators and
change is a key priority for P&G
and
we too.
have
of the Loop circular packaging scheme
policy
makers
”
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based
to cutrecognizes,
our greenhouse
gas
emissions
But asgoal
the TCFD
investors
need
the right tools to be able to assess which
companies
are best
placed
to benefit
from thereduce
transition to a low-carbon economy.
in half, achieving 100% renewable
electricity,
and
helping
consumers
Thankfully,
thesethat
are increasing
in number and
quality.
their own emissions by providing
detergents
deliver outstanding
perforTWITTER

???
Circular
economy briefing

ESG has certainly
come of age

mance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
Initiatives such as RE100, which commits members to source 100% of their electricity
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
from renewable sources, and the Science Based Targets, under which companies
But what is P&G doing to address
the issue
highlighted
commit deforestation,
to cut their emissions
to a level
compatiblebywith the Paris Agreement, give a
Greenpeace in its 2014 stunt at good
P&G’s
headquarters?
picture
of the companies that are leading on emissions reductions.
While P&G reports to CDP on its energy and water risk, earning B and B-,
has been
data
on emissions,
water usage and other ESG factors for
respectively last year, it does notCDP
report
on itscollecting
efforts to
address
deforestation
thanthat
a decade,
behalf ofofmore
525 investors
representing $96 trillion
risk in its supply chain. But it is more
notable
in its on
Moment
Truththan
report
last
in
assets.
“You
can’t
manage
what
you
don’t
measure,
”
the
group
says. “The insights
year Greenpeace praised P&G as one of eight big brands to publicly list its
that CDP holds empowers investors, companies, cities, and national and regional
palm oil suppliers, all of them RSPO-certified.
governments to make the right choices today to build a thriving economy that works
Helias points out that no consumer
goods
going
to meet
for people and
planetcompany
in the longisterm.
”
commitments to end deforestation in supply chains by 2020, “but we [P&G]
have steps to get there, and weThe
areUS-based
workingSustainability
with suppliers
to makeStandards
sure they
Accounting
Board (SASB), which is
modelled on the Financial Accounting Standards Board, has developed a set of 77
have zero deforestation.”
industry-specific
standards teaching
that companies
use to identify the handful of ESG
She talks enthusiastically about
a P&G programme
2,000can
smalland sustainability
topics that
most directly
impact their long-term value creation,
holder palm oil farmers in Malaysia
more sustainable
agriculture
techniques,
implement a reporting framework that complies with the TCFD recommendations
which has resulted in a 30%-50%
increase in yields with far less fertiland communicate sustainability data more efficiently and effectively to investors.
iser use. The project will be expanded to reach up to 10,000 farmers over
Terry Slavin is editor of
the next five years.
“What makes SASB standards unique in the marketplace isEthical
theirCorporation
focus on and
industry
It’s the kind of thing Helias clearly
relishes:
usingmateriality,
P&G’s relationship
with thata former
specificity
and financial
universal concepts
are important
for investors
correspondent
thousands of suppliers and billlions
of consumers
to do
some
and businesses
aroundto
thetry
world,
” said
SASBgood
ChairinJeffreyfor
Hales.
“Companies
Guardian
Sustainable and
investors
around
nowTED
have Talk
codified,
standards for measuring,
the world, or at least less harm.
As she
said the
in aworld
recent
aftermarket-based
the
Business.
managing,
and reporting
sustainability
factors
that drive
value and affect financial
launch of the Head & Shoulders
beach plastic
bottle:on“These
products
have
terry.slavin@ethicalcorp.com
performance.
@tslavinm
been part of the problem; we want
them to ”be part of the solution.” n
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
their own emissions by providing detergents that deliver outstanding performance in cold water. We have significant and comprehensive efforts underway
to address Scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions.
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“What we need to do now is develop a strategy
for partnership and funding, just as we do with
[plastic] waste,” Helias says, promising a big
announcement on water next year. “We want to
show the same kind of leadership [as with plastics] and be the catalyst on water stewardship.”
This sits a bit uneasily with the latest report
from CDP on the preparedness of consumer
goods companies for the low-carbon transition
(see ‘Companies aren’t moving fast enough on
the circular economy’), which ranked P&G second
last among household goods firms. Asked in an
email about the CDP report, Helias said: “Climate Virginie Helias with Tom Szaky of TerraCycle – P&G is part
change is a key priority for P&G and we have of the Loop circular packaging scheme
significant efforts under way. This includes driving
progress against our science-based goal to cut our greenhouse gas emissions
in half, achieving 100% renewable electricity, and helping consumers reduce
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